
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

Dear PURE EV Partner

PURE EV has always given utmost priority to battery safety. The company has
been manufacturing Li-ion batteries for more than three years with continuous
improvisations in the design, performance and safety aspects. The company has
been doing rigorous testing and validation on all the batteries before sending it to
the customers. The company has tied up with best vendors across the globe,
especially when it comes to the development of our thermal management
system.

PURE is one of the very few EV companies which includes a detailed safety
check sheet on Lithium Battery handling/usage/storage in the vehicle user
manual whenever the vehicle delivery is happening to the consumer, and each
dealer partner staff are trained at the PURE factory on the safety manual of
Lithium batteries handling, usage and storage.

PURE is one of the very few which has been continuously recommending and
campaigning to all the consumers about frequent battery health check up through
a device popularly known as Batrics FaradayTM.

PURE assures to all of the patrons that we are offering one of the safest and high
performance Lithium batteries, which is evident from the 1000s of user
experience stories across Pan India, who have individually driven these vehicles
for more than 20,000 to 50,000 KM in the shortest span of times, which is one of
the highest odometer readings in the EV2W industry.

Our clients are based out of different geographies and terrains experiencing the
harshest of winters in Kashmir to intense summer heats of Rajasthan. Thus the
use case and ruggedness of our batteries has been tested across various
climatic conditions.

PURE batteries come with the state-of-the art thermal management system,
which is a combination of the electronics/sensors coupled with multiple
active/passive materials, not only to avoid the thermal-runaway events, but have



significantly improved the on-road performance by many client clocking ranges of
100 KM to 140 KM.

Our thermal management systems have been evolved through extensive
fundamental research and experimentation in collaboration with institutes of
national eminence to significantly expand the safe operating envelope for the
Lithium batteries.

Lithium-ion batteries go into a Thermal Runaway event (fire explosions) due to
various factors, few of which include - extreme operating and storage
temperatures, idle storage over longer time lines, defective cell, mechanical
impact, overcharging, BMS failure, charger failure due to power
quality/fluctuations.

Thermal Runaway is an extremely spontaneous event which starts with a single
cell catching fire and propagates in such a way that the entire battery catches fire
within seconds.

In the specific case of the PURE epluto battery incident, which has been
deliberately made viral across the internet over last few days, the event started
with smoke coming out of the battery for almost 10 minutes (as per the
consumer) as the thermal management materials present in the battery were
suppressing the immediate explosion kind of incident for long time such that the
user/people can suppress the event with fire retardant materials or even with the
simple sand.

We also have a special vent mechanism so that the smokes get released
immediately whenever there is any kind of event inside the battery, otherwise, a
pressure cooker kind of scenario can take place, leading to sudden
blast/explosion.

As seen from the video, after a long smoke kind of event, the battery went into
complete thermal runaway. Due to the effective thermal management system
used in the battery and coupled with the blast proof alloy metallic casing, the
thermal runaway event (fire incident) was delayed by almost 10 minutes and
completely avoided the explosion kind of event, unlike the 100s of EV



Lithium Battery uncontrolled fire explosions that took place across
world/India.

We have embedded the above and many more proprietary/ trade secret features
in our thermal/battery management system as we continuously conduct thermal
runaway tests on our batteries at our facility and keep on improvising, as the
specific problem has been the most sought after research area across the globe.

We are investigating the incident by recalling the damaged vehicle to the
factory and we will know more details about the internal root causes to the
triggering of thermal runaway event in the particular battery.

We appreciate the community for being vocal about battery safety by
quoting/sharing/reporting this video on various social media platforms and
expressing their opinions as per their wisdom. However, it's unfortunate that
many individuals have immediately drawn wilful and scripted conclusions on
the PURE batteries/vehicles.

All these paid vendetta being executed on one specific brand by making one
video viral while simply ignoring the plethora of incidents happening across
multiple EVs and ICE vehicles in India, and including many EV/Battery
factories had major fire incidents. Even the best quality batteries made by
world class manufacturers have gone for scary thermal runaway events, and
multiple ICE vehicle fire incidents go unreported everyday.

These individuals/ influencers have deliberately tried to malign PURE by being
THE JUDGE, THE JURY and THE EXECUTIONER in this specific incident. By
conveying that THIS specific event has rattled the nascent EV industry, the entire
EV industry has been maligned. It's common engineering knowledge that any
failures necessitates a detailed Root Cause Analysis by a technical team, before
coming to any conclusion on the social media trials.

PURE didn’t get “MUSHROOMED” suddenly and indeed over the last two years,
the brand has been built on the foundations of battery performance, client
satisfaction on the after sales service, the most efficient power-train design and
quality investors who have long term skin in the game.



We have added 25000+ clients step by step without having paid PR fanfare
and/or without making any tall/ unreasonable claims. The trust in our brand has
been gained through the positive mouth publicity of our valuable consumers. We
are also wilfully staying away from all sorts of Govt subsidy schemes to build the
most sustainable business model, and yet staying cash flow positive, which is
ultimately required to eventually become a large scale OEM.

PURE has always taken a stand and been vocal that the EV industry is in the
emerging stages of technology development cycle, and the EV adoption should
grow at its own organic pace purely based on the on-ground performance
capabilities of the product. Hence, we have avoided media hype and excessive
paid PR campaigns.

Denigrating capabilities of the one specific EV company by quick
media/social-media trials & judgements and without following due diligence will
kill the sentiments of the entire public who are interested in EVs and indeed the
pace of the innovation.

We welcome, if the Government or the concerned regulatory body wants to issue
detailed guidelines on the manufacturing, testing and validation methods,
transportation, storage and usage of the Lithium batteries to the EV OEMs, and
safety manuals and checklists to the dealers and the end consumers, and the
frequent service/ health check-up/ maintenance protocols of the Lithium batteries
while they are in use and idle conditions.

As much as this incident motivates us to further improve our safety records, we
are equally firm that our consistently improving battery technology over the last
two years is a testimony to our resolve to be here for the longer term.

We are firmly digging in our heels and resolve to work extraordinarily harder to
make Lithium batteries/EVs accessible and affordable for the common man and
democratize EV technology.

Yours faithfully

TEAM PURE


